PROPHECIES PRIOR TO BETHANY GATE/APPA CONFERENCE CAIRNS 2006
5/8/01 Cairns
Graeme Jackel, visiting Cairns from Melbourne – I’ve seen lights come on a map of up here (Cairns) and I believe
there’s going to be a revival here. With prophecies, we had a prayer meeting here early Thursday morning led by
Ps Norman and Barbara and I saw small torches with a fire. (The torch was also on the video they showed Friday
night of Tom Hess and the highlights of the All Nations Convocation Jerusalem 2000). I believe these were faithful
people carrying torches at this time and there was fire burning on that. When we were worshipping God this
morning, I had the vision of the small torches coming through and one big flame coming out of the one torch and I
felt that’s prophetic for this church of what God’s going to do. At the moment it might seem we’ve all got torches
but the Lord is going to bring a big fire and I believe the fire is going to burn so brightly in this city of Cairns.
FEB 2002
Barbara - When I was praying whether to go to the Singapore conference, the Lord reminded me of what He
showed me in Feb 98 that Jesus will return through the east gate of Jerusalem and the east gate of the temple so
this Golden Gate is very significant, very strategic in preparing the way and opening the gates for the return of
Jesus. I was bowled over! Then I read the literature and saw that this was the theme of the conference!
The Lord also showed me a key. This conference will unlock doors, including doors for us in Asia.
FEB 2002 SINGAPORE, 1st Golden Gate & Bethany Gate Prayer Convocation
Ps Tim, Indonesia - On the 18th, (opening night) I saw a golden bridge being lowered down. It was beautiful. God is
already building a bridge from among the nations along the gateway areas to Jerusalem. (not word for word).
Ps George Annadorai, Singapore - 20th - When the leaders were asked to pray for unity on the platform, I saw a
very beautiful cloud was coming down from heaven. It hovered on the platform and encompassed all the leaders’
prayers. I heard a voice saying "I've found these two gateway areas together in unity and shortly after this I'll bring
unity to the other gates. Maintain this unity carefully." (not word for word)
Another brother shared that the Lord told him revival would occur in Malaysia, Australia and India.
FRI 22 FEB 2002 SINGAPORE, 1st Golden Gate & Bethany Gate Prayer Convocation
Barbara- During worship, I saw some very large, strong pillars holding up a highway above the ground. I believe
the Lord showed me it is a road of intimacy and the pillars represented the nations at the conference. There was
now a highway from this conference or place to Jerusalem. (The theme of the conference was Isa 62:10 so the
Lord was saying He'd done it).
Barbara - I then saw a map of the world representing the World Wide Watch. The lines that marked off the 12
gates were bloodlines (threads) and though these bloodlines, we are connected to Jesus, to each other in unity
and to Jerusalem (through the shedding of His blood).
(We were to have communion that morning, the only time and last day of the conference.)
The Lord also showed Barbara during the conference that the roots on the tree of Islam that needed the axe laid
to them were the madrassas in Pakistan where the terrorists are trained.

SUN 3 MARCH 02
Barbara - I saw the dove of the Holy Spirit hovering over Australia and the Pacific (Bethany Gate) area. I believe
what the Lord is saying I want you (Norman and Barbara) to bring the anointing back (from the Golden
Gate/Bethany Gate conference in Singapore) - that anointing for revival back to Australia, because I'm going to
pour out My Spirit, breathe My Spirit, upon this nation of Australia.
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10/3/02
Norman Miller- We have a prayer assignment for the showgrounds and the race track at Woree because they'd be
large venues for revival meetings. So, we have a strategic prayer assignment for the intercessors of the city. As we
align ourselves to the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords, our prayer becomes so strategic that the Spirit of God
will move. That'll be a key prayer assignment that'll unlock things that need to be unlocked. It'll be used for revival.
There'll be services and it'll be open 7 days and nights and the Spirit of God will draw them in.
SAT 6 APRIL 2002 (Barbara spoke on Israel and the Golden Gate/Bethany Gate Singapore conference at a women's
breakfast)
While Barbara was sharing, she said that the time of the fishers (the Christian ministries who help Jews to make
Aliyah or return to Israel) is almost at an end and the time of the hunter is about to begin (i.e. another round of
persecution to force Jews to return to Israel). (Jer 16:14-16) (We can see this already with the demonstrations
against Jews around the world including France because of their current war on terrorism. That night there were
demonstrations in Sydney against the Israel Consulate. Also, it's not going to be safe soon for pro-Israel Christians.)
SUN 7 APRIL 2002
Barbara - Cairns, Australia. What the Lord was showing me this morning was the city of Jerusalem with lines
coming out from it around the world corresponding to the 12 gateways of the World Wide (Prayer) Watch. The
Lord showed me in Singapore a few weeks ago that these lines are bloodlines. Jesus' blood was shed for the world
in Jerusalem - these bloodlines link us to Him, to each other and to Jerusalem.
He showed me this morning that those lines are also rays of light as Jesus is the light of the world but there is a
shadow over Jerusalem that we need to pray to be removed.
The Lord then showed me a plastic food-serving tray with many sections, where lines come out from the centre,
dividing the portions of food from each other. He said "the nations want to carve up Jerusalem". It was like
artificial divisions. I remembered that Jerusalem is already divided into the Jewish sector, the Christian sector and
the Muslim sector.
He also showed me that as the Palestinians had shed more blood than the Jews in this 18-month conflict and that,
as there is much power in shed blood, there is a powerful spiritual force behind the Palestinians. It is like the Old
Testament days when the first-born sons of kings who came against Israel were offered as sacrifices to their gods
to give them more power in battle (2 Ki 3:26-27). However, the blood of Jesus is more powerful than any other
shed blood and needs to be applied to the situation.
The reason for the conflict over Jerusalem is that it's Jesus' earthly throne when He comes again and Satan wants
it as He has wanted God's throne from the beginning of time. This is not a fight against flesh and blood but against
principalities and powers. As I prayed, the Lord showed me that it was like the Jews and Arabs were in a chess
game and Satan was trying to checkmate God's moves but we know the final outcome - Satan is defeated.
This is a showdown of the gods - who is God - Yahweh or Allah? The Lord showed me it was like a Mt Carmel in the
days of Elijah when he challenged them which God would they serve. It didn't matter how much blood the
followers of Baal shed; their god could not hear them for he was not really god. Yahweh, the true God answered
by fire.
The Lord showed me we need to set up a prayer offensive called Operation Mt Carmel to pray that the true God
would be revealed and worshipped and the enemy defeated. This is not just for our local church but God wants
this message to go out worldwide - a call to arms, a call to war, a call to a prayer offensive - OPERATION MT
CARMEL. (This prayer strategy is available separately).
05.01.03 (Conference venue will be Cairns Showgrounds, decision made Dec 2005)
Barbara: While we were in praise and worship what I was seeing was like a ride at a showground and there were
spokes coming out from the centre and then a seat on each of the ends of the spokes. Some of the young ones
here will know what that is called, and the seats were spinning round and then the whole thing was spinning
round and it reminded me last week toward the end of my message that I saw a roller-coaster ride for our church
this year, and this is a fairly similar type of vision.
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I believe the Lord has a word for us for the New Year ‘For I would say’, says the Lord,’ Yes I am taking you on a ride
this year. It is a ride that will spin you out. It is a ride where you feel at times that you are out of control but says
the Lord I will be in control. I will be your safety. Do not fear for I have much for you. At times the enormity of it
will spin you out, at times you will feel that you are going so fast that you have to hang on tight. It will be an
exhilarating ride’ says the Lord ‘at times it will be a scary ride but do not fear. The Lord says I am directing it. I am
the Master of the ride; I am the Master of your journey. I am the Master of the New Year that I bring before you,
so do not fear even though there are times you feel that you will have to hang on tight, even though there will be
times that you will feel out of control, but I am in control says the Lord, you do not have to be in control, you need
to trust Me, but once you get on this ride with Me this year says the Lord you won’t be able to get off until I decide
when the ride is finished. So be prepared. Get ready for what I will do for I will demand much of you this year says
the Lord. I will require much, I will stretch you to the limit but I will bring you through. I will bring you through and
it will be exciting and others will watch you spinning around up there and think “Wow, that looks like a great ride. I
wonder if I am game to get on and join” but watch what I will do says the Lord because you will be right in the
middle of it.’ Thank you, Lord.
23.11.03
Norman: (spontaneous worship song)
Anointing, that took place at Bethany
This woman & the Alabaster jar
She poured it on her Master’s head
It was very costly
The anointing at Bethany x 4
This Alabaster jar
It was very costly
But while He was in the house of Simon the leper
She poured it on His head
The anointing at Bethany x 4
Barbara: Let that anointing of that costly sacrifice at Bethany just flow over you, let it flow, let it flow. As I was
praying this morning asking the Lord for a word during the praise & worship, what He brought to my mind, what
He said to me was “Have I not told you, have you not heard”? And then He took me to something that He had
spoken into my heart a couple of years ago when we were praying along the Esplanade, which we used to do
regularly & He reminded me of the words that He said to Abraham when he was prepared to sacrifice Isaac.
Again, a costly sacrifice, like Mary with the Alabaster jar. Abraham was prepared to sacrifice the son of promise
because God had asked him to, but remember the Angel of the Lord stayed his hand & God said to Abraham
“because you have withheld nothing from me, even your son I will withhold nothing from you!”
And the Lord just spoke into my heart that day on the Esplanade, “because you have withheld nothing from me I
will withhold nothing from you,” and I just believe that the Lord wanted to speak that back into my spirit this
morning, and I believe that it’s for this church here corporately this morning as well, because as I was praying, I
was saying “Lord could you give me a word about the land, could you give me a word about the building that
we’re meant to move to?” and it was in the context of that prayer that this word from the Lord came, so I just
want to pray now. “Lord I just believe that you’re saying to us even corporately this morning, as you said to me a
few years ago, in relation to Norman & I that you would withhold nothing from us Lord, because we have withheld
nothing from you. We have been prepared at times to give you extravagant sacrifice, extravagant gifts whether
it’s been finances or time or energy, and Lord I just pray even more that you would bring that anointing upon us of
wanting to give to you extravagantly. Just as Mary was prepared to pour that Alabaster jar over you that was a
year’s wages. Even the disciples thought it was wasteful. In the world’s eyes it was wasteful, but Lord in your eyes
it was not wasteful. In your eyes it was a wonderful gift to you Lord.
When Abraham was prepared to sacrifice the Son of Promise it made absolutely no sense whatsoever. He had
waited so long to receive Your promise & then you asked to give it back again, Lord even things you have given to
us in the past, Lord that we’ve waited & prayed for, for many, many years & then you’ve given them to us Lord, let
us be prepared to make the sacrifice to give those things back, and Lord as we withhold nothing from you
personally & corporately Lord I pray that you would withhold nothing from us, Lord even the land that we have
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prayed for, even the land that’s been prophesied Lord that you want to give it to us. Lord, we’re not asking for it
out of our imagination, we’re asking for it Lord because you said you wanted to give us 50 or 60 acres of land.
Lord you said through your prophet that you wanted to fill this church here to 300 people. You said through Your
prophet you wanted to give us a training center, an International Training Centre, and a Healing Centre, and an
Apostolic & Prophetic base. You said it Lord, so Lord we’re asking for what you already said you wanted to give us
Lord & Lord we don’t know in the natural how this provision is going to come & the timing for it Lord, but we know
the timing for the 300 is before September this year because that’s what Your prophet said, that’s what your word
said, and Lord we believe your prophet. Your word said to believe your prophets & we would prosper, so Lord we
believe your prophets. We believe your word & Lord we stand on your Word. We stand firm on your word Lord &
we ask you to bring it forth, and Lord we just pray that you just help us continue in that attitude, that we would
withhold nothing from you & we pray that you would withhold nothing from us, but that you would bring it about
at the right time. Thank you, Lord.
So dear Heavenly Father, as we believe you to bring about this land & these buildings as you have declared that
you would & the people Lord, to worship you. Lord, as you have said those things Lord, we believe you for those
things & I believe the Lord would say “Have you not heard: Did I not say? Did I not say I would do it? Are ye of so
little faith? Can you not stretch your imagination to see what I would do? Have you not gone to bed at night
dreaming of what I said I would do? Have you not stretched your faith? Even as I said to Abraham to look at the
stars in the sky? Even as I said to Abraham to look at the sand, that they could not be counted or numbered.
What I will do for you”, says the Lord cannot be numbered, cannot be numbered! It is further than you can ever
dream! But I have said it, says the Lord. Will I not do it? O ye of little faith. Will I not do it for I have said it! Says
the Lord, and I will perform it, says the Lord. It is mine to perform. It is not yours to perform. It is only yours to
believe”. Thank you, Lord

Norman: (Song) 1/2/04
Be the house of prayer in this nation x 3
Be the house of prayer x 4
I call you be the house of prayer
Be the house of prayer to this nation the nation
Be the house of prayer x 3
In this nation
Called to be watchmen & women
Oh, the nation, to call the nation
See I’m bringing the enlarging of the heart
See that I am bringing new vision to you
See I am bringing so much revelation
Stand and see what I will do says the Lord
I am calling you as sons & daughters to me
I am calling you to a place of worship
I am calling you my sons & my daughters
Realise the calling that is upon your life
I have called you to be a house for all nations
I have called you to be My house of prayer for the nations
I have called you to be a prophetic end-time church without walls
Come to me, come to me, my sons & my daughters
I have called you to be a house of praise & worship
I have called you to be of true worship in spirit & in truth
I have called you to b & I have commissioned you
I have commissioned you right now!
So, come into that calling
Yes, into that calling
Move in that calling my sons & my daughters
I say move into that calling
I say step into that calling
I have called you my sons
I have called you my daughters
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Sons & daughters in my house
Who worship & praise me 24/7
My sons & my daughters move in your calling
For I am stretching
I am stretching you saith the Lord
I am enlarging the vision
I am enlarging your heart
I am enlarging the vision
I am enlarging your heart right now
I am enlarging the vision
I am enlarging your heart right now
Oh, I am stretching you x 3
9/1/05 Barbara: A few years ago I was in, I was in Mackay, at the COC Church on a Sunday night and the Lord gave
me a vision of some Aboriginal women sitting on the ground in Central Australia and they were painting, and they
said ‘come over here’ and then it changed to the Torres Strait islander women in the islands, sitting on a woven
mat and they were weaving baskets, and they said ‘come over here’, so I said to Norman ‘that must be my
Macedonian call’, but we didn’t try to do anything to make that happen, I thought well the Lord will do it in His
timing, so I believe our recent visit to Uluru and Alice Springs is part of that, and I believe the invitation to speak to
the Torres Strait Islander Women’s Group in Cairns on Monday night is part of that as well, but I really believe that
the Lord wants to do something in the Torres Strait. (That was a vision that I didn’t write down, but I can picture it
clearly right now everything about that, knowing that one day God would fulfil His word).
8th May 2005
Barbara
What I was seeing was like a canoe coming from New Zealand towards Australia, and people would have expected
it to land in Sydney Harbour near the Opera House. I could see the Opera House. But the Lord decided to send it
here instead for His own good purposes.
Sept 05
Barbara – I saw a canoe and it represented the whole Pacific and each nation had a set of oars and needed to row
together in unity but I got the impression that Australia, and to a lesser extent New Zealand, were overtaking the
other nations. It was a sense of raised shoulders but its meaning was clear. The Lord was saying to me that unless
Australia realizes it is part of the Pacific and rows the canoe in unison with the other nations, then the Pacific as a
whole will not come into its full destiny in Him.
16/08/05 Shirley Miller - As
I’m sitting in the presence, waiting on the Lord. I see the little canoe as already been smashed into pieces because
of the way it’s being tossed to and fro from people who are not fully focused and it’s like the wars and storms are
coming against each other. I also see that God has placed it into the hands of the two people He is trusting to do
the work of His plan and His purpose.
The Lord said, “Behold, I have refined thee, but not with silver, I have chosen thee in the furnace of affliction,
(pain, suffering, trouble and torment). Isa 48:10 - To improve or perfect. As a furnace is prepared for gold, so it
can be refined purer than before. We would not choose it but if it comes, we will work with the Refiner. The fiery
trials. To be soft and pliable in the Master’s Hand and yielded to His every command.
17/08/05 Cheryl Wieden Wednesday- In prayer I saw the canoe smashed on the Rock. It was splintered into pieces
like matchsticks. Totally unrecognizable. I asked the Lord what it was about. IF THE HAND OF MAN IS NOT
REMOVED FROM IT; IT WILL BE TOTALLY DESTROYED. This was a warning to PRAY!
30/9/05
Barbara: I saw a jewel in a crown, now this was about a week ago, 18/9/05) but there are some people here, I
think need to hear this one. I saw a jewel in a crown, and later some Pacific Islanders carrying a rather large;
imposing King, and the word I had was ‘I’m speaking to you, the Pacific and Australia as part of the Pacific – and
you are a jewel in My crown’. Amen! ‘Just as you islanders had kings in the Pacific and carried them, I’m putting a
Levitical anointing on you, and you will honour Me and carry My presence to the nations of the earth, even to
Israel – just as the Levites carried the Ark of the Covenant in days of old.’ Amen, praise the Lord.
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30 Oct 05
Ps Barbara: re Bethany Gate Barbara shared that she had an extensive time of prayer at home re the Bethany Gate/APPA conference during
Milo’s second visit and this is what he showed her:
a. This conference Is like the Promised Land for us. While there are giants in the land, we need to be like Joshua
and Caleb and go in, because this is something God has called us to do. (no matter what the enemy has arrayed
against us)
b. The second vision is about the canoe given in New Zealand to Norman and I to host the conference next year (in
a baton handing on ceremony) which we brought back to Cairns. The canoe was beached on rocks but the Lord
said that was okay, it has simply come to rest here. It then changed to the Ark of the Covenant and the Lord was
saying to me “Don’t let it go into the home of Obed Edom. It is meant to be a blessing to your house”. I believed
the Lord was saying this is a mantle for you and your ministry; don’t give it away, keep it; it’s going to be a blessing
to you. The Ark of Covenant represents God’s Glory.
6/11/05
Barbara: Word - It’s not burdensome for you, says the Lord, but something that will be a joy to you, something
that will uplift your spirits, says the Lord, for I have deposited much within you, says the Lord, there is much
manna in you, and the Lord says, I will have you to share it out, I would have you to deal it out, for your time has
not yet come, says the Lord, I have plans and purposes for you, and the Lord says, I will just call you into even
more of a mentoring role than what you have had in times past, says the Lord, and I’m even putting a gathering
anointing in you that you would gather ones to yourself, that you would impart to them in this day, for the Lord
would say, for I have things that I have planned, things that I have purposed, says the Lord, and I have not left you
out of these things even for this region up here in North Queensland, says the Lord, that even you shall play a
pivotal role, says the Lord, so I would have you gather them in and I would have you in that role of supporting,
that role of mentoring, that role of building, says the Lord, and the Lord says, you’ve known many breakthroughs,
it is a time now for building upon the breakthroughs, says the Lord, for I am building My church in this region, says
the Lord, and what I purpose to do in this region, says the Lord, will absolutely astound the whole world, so watch
for it because it will soon appear and you will be a part of it. Thank you, Lord.
13/11/05
Judy Miller: Last Monday night I shared in the prayer that there are some mountains over here in the east, that
displays that there is a birth happening – God quickened that to me today, and then when I was dwelling on that, I
was just asking Him about it – He was saying, there is going to be a birth here, the mountains have been talking
about for centuries – even before any inhabitants have been in this place – the mountains have been declaring it &
speaking about this birth because it’s there, and as I dwelt on this more I saw this big hand – it wasn’t a human
hand, it was a really big hand right at the, where this birth is taking place, and I realized this was a tack – and it’s in
heaven, and what’s in the hand is like writings, in the hand – and this tack, and this writing was actually pinned to
a notice board – so it’s written in heaven that there is going to be a birthing here, it’s already on the notice board,
it’s already written out, the plans are written out and it’s about to happen, it’ll happen when it’s written on that
piece of paper – so it’s in heaven.
Then I said to the Lord, ‘Lord is it, is it the Conference or Convocation that we’re having next year or is it revival?’
and He said, ‘as it’s a dual convocation next year, it will be a dual thing, like it will be revival, but it will also be the
conference next year’, and as He was saying that, just as I finished saying that, there was this huge white dove
hovering over the top of this birthing place – and then I noticed the dove had – normally when there’s a dove –
well any obstacle that’s between the Sun and the earth the shadow is cast down on the earth, but no, that’s not
what it was – the light was up above the dove and was a shadow above the dove, and I thought, how’s that?, and
He was saying ‘that’s His glory, His glory will be revealed and everything will be alight’.
Barbara: Praise the Lord, and we know that the Holy Spirit brooded over the earth when Creation –
brooding…praise the Lord.
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Judy: Add to that prophecy, you know when I said I saw that big – like a big tack, that it had a big fluffy thing on
top – when I first saw it I thought it was soil, and that’s what He showed me it was, it was a big piece of soil – you
know when you can dig a perfect hole with a particular piece of machinery, you know it’s like a post-hole digger
ok, well this is quite big and it’s soil, and with the directions in this piece of paper that are the directions of this
revival and the Bethany Gate, when it’s all going to be happening, so that big tack even represents, like at the
moment – like when a woman gives birth in the natural, her waters break – like a coming away, so once this tack
with the big piece of soil on top – and those fluffy things were the trees on the mountain – so when it’s taken off
that message for it and it’s activated – well that’s when that birthing will happen, so that big piece of soil is like the
beginning of that, the birthing that will come through.
4th Dec 2005
Norman: …like doves to their nests, surely the islands look to Me. In the lead of ships of Tarshish bringing your
sons from afar, with silver & gold to honour the Holy God of Israel, for He has endowed you with splendour. He’s
talking about the ships, and even if it’s prophetic, end-time prophetic picture of what God is doing and speaking of
nations, where He’s bringing His covenant children home. I believe that God is bringing a preparation from the
ends of the earth, but there’s preparation from the ends of the earth, just as the Gospel was brought forth from
Jerusalem and goes down to the ends of the earth & Australia is like the ends of the earth, along with the islands,
but there is a preparation – God is calling you and I to prepare the way.
What I was also seeing while I was standing there, I began to just see ships and I don’t know if the Lord is speaking
to someone that will prophetically sail from the island of Vanuatu, maybe that’s prophetic, maybe that’s just
something where the Lord may have, maybe a Christian right there, that they’re prophetically going to sail to the
shores of our city, to the inlet of our city, because I began to just to see ships coming in, I began to just see the
flotilla, I began to just see small boats, and I believe that next year, just as there is growth in the natural of our city
– I believe the population of our city is 120,000, I believe that God is just going to just, just like our inlet – in the
New Year, coming into the New Year you’re going to be hear more & more ships coming into our city, to this city,
and in years to come, and I just believe that God is just laying it upon the hearts of those to prophetically sail from
the shores to Vanuatu and other nations, to come to the shores, to come to the borderlines, to come into the city,
to come into the inlet of this city, and the small boats and the flotillas to also come in. God is beginning to do
something. While I was just standing there.
I know of a ministry in Sydney called ‘the boat ministry’, and as Barbara and myself were just saying, on the shores
of Circular Quay in Sydney over to the shores of Manly – I believe it’s been in relation to this, that prophetically
even with our nation that God is speaking to Christians who have boats, and I know that there is a boat ministry in
Sydney, boat Christian ministry in Sydney, and we just need to pray that God will release them to come to the
shores, because I believe that it will help in the provision of ferrying those from the shores of this city to the
shores of Yarrabah next year. I believe there is something there in it, as we just pray, we can see God just begin to
turn things, turn things for His favour. Lord we give thanks to You, Lord we give praise to You and I believe that it’s
one of the strategic prayers that God will give us if we pray, if we ask for God’s favour on the seas.
Jane: Yesterday morning, when we started the Lord said ‘pray about the boundaries – the sea coast, and we went
up to the wharf, and it’s just what Norman’s talking about this morning. The Lord got us to pray over two big
boats, and the bottom of one boat there was a whole lot of fish, and He was saying ‘this is the harvest’, and there
was a helicopter above that was filming, and we didn’t know that, but the Lord was saying that that was the
reconnaissance that was going out beforehand, then there came a along a flotilla of boats, God was saying to us –
‘this was the ministries that were going to go out from Cairns into the harvest, and there were about 40 or 50 and
Yarrabah was on one side and Cairns was on the other, it was like He was saying ‘these are the headlands’ in the
spirit these were the headlands, and the interesting thing was that the men were at the head, at the helm in all
these boats that were going out, and the Holy Spirit anointing was so strong, and the Lord was just really speaking
to us about the boats., and also about these two boats – to claim them for us as Bethany Gate to go over to
Yarrabah, and that the boats were representing this ministry to go out into the harvest, and there was a huge
release of joy and victory.
We had just a, just a sense of God’s victory – we were on the wharf area, like He was saying this is the flotilla that
was in that prophetic word I think Barbara had, and actually on one of these boats was even a helicopter, and we
felt we had to claim all that as well, it was part and parcel of what God was doing, and the Lord gave me the
‘vessels of honour’ scripture to mind. I just wanted to share that, because it was just what Norman was talking
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about. (Jane leads in prayer regarding this). We know that one of those boats was called ‘Serenity’ and Lord I
believe that was significant.
8 Jan 06 – Barbara …And the other thing I saw was a cross, and it was horizontal rather that upright, and it was
burning, and I got a sense that it was a holy flame – not an unholy flame, and yet I also know that a burning cross
is a sign of the Ku Klux Clan, and I said Lord ‘what are you saying here’? and I just got a sense that the Lord was
saying that what we are going to be doing this year is really going to be dealing a blow to racism, and also to
religious bigotry, and I was really getting a sense of that, and I believe the Bethany Gate Conference will have a lot
to do with that… (prayer)
And I believe that the Lord would say ‘this year is a year of much shifting, this is a year of much moulding, this is a
year of much shaping for I am going to form you, I am going to put you into place, I’m going to shake you and
mould you, and yes I’m going to knock some rough edges off you, says the Lord, I will purify you, and I will purify
the vision that I have given you so that no man’s hand is laid upon it, but it is of Me says the Lord, for I am surely
birthing something this year that will have huge ramifications, not just for you but for this whole nation. I am
birthing something, says the Lord, I have called you to be midwives of that, I’ve called you to be stewards of that –
pray over it, says the Lord, protect it, says the Lord, protect the vision that I have given you, protect the new life of
the new creation that I have put within you, because surely the wolves will be there that would want to come,
that would want to destroy the work that I am bringing forth through you, but do not have any fear says the Lord,
because it is My work to be done, you simply need to be the messengers, you simply need to be the cradle, you
simply need to be the womb – but I will bring it forth, says the Lord, I will bring it forth in the right time and in the
right place, and in the right manner, but just stay tuned to Me for it shall surely come forth, it shall surely come
forth, and this will be a birth that will not remain unnoticed, this will be a birth that will be widely known about,
for I have much purpose through it, says the Lord, and it will have ramifications through the nations like waves
going out from Australia – even to Israel, says the Lord, for what I birth in the city of Cairns through your ministry
this year will have ramifications – will send out waves and wave upon wave, upon wave you will see the results of
that for many years to come. It will touch many nations, so do not be proud, but do not despise what I am doing,
do not underrate what I am doing, do not be blaze' about what I am doing, do not take it lightly, says the Lord, for
it is an important charge, so steward it, says the Lord, handle it carefully, says the Lord, just as a mother would
handle carefully the babe that is within and would take care of herself, I charge you to do that, says the Lord, this
day.
Terry Hart, Townsville visiting our church - In worship before – behind me you can see a map, which shows the 12
Gates – standing either side of that were two angels, quite large, their heads were up about where the ceiling is –
where those lights are. The one on my left, your right was white in color; this one over here was like a beige color.
They had their hands folded and they were just looking at the congregation. As we worshipped the Lord, they
stepped forward and stretched their wings, much like the covering Cherubs over the Ark of the Covenant providing
covering.
The impression I got was the Lord was providing a covering for you, a covering that is going to be essential in this
coming year, and the word that came was that ‘this year would be a year of many births’ a first form, you could
name a lot of things, a year of births, a year of breaking new ground, new territory and marching on areas in some
instances at this point you’re not aware of, and in conjunction with the word this morning about a lot of shaking, a
lot of moulding, that is going to cause you to broaden your vision, you’re going to see further than you have
before, you’re going to think bigger, you’re going to see bigger, and as that happens be ready for the expansion,
be ready for what the Lord is going to provide, cause God is a good God, He’s the same God wherever we are, and
as I was sitting there that we hear on our local radio station in Townsville, that’s where I’m from. It says ‘Lord
bring your rain again, Lord we are a desert land, we are thirsty, and the rain of the Lord is going to begin to come
this year, not only in the natural to break drought, but in the spirit – it’s going to come on our hearts that we might
be refreshed again that we might stand up again, I know myself, I have sat down and taken a back seat – this is not
the time for the back seat, this is time to get on to the front foot to take the stand like the Australian Cricketers did
– you go on to the front foot and take the bat, and go in for the Lord. Thank you.
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